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The Lambek calculus as a model of natural language provides the desirable structural
property of compositionality which complements the distributionality of statistical models
of language. These two properties were fused using monoidal biclosed categories in [1].
Applications of distributional-compositional models to discourse analysis have remained
theoretical, and vector space interpretations have not been experimented with. The main
hurdle to modelling discourse using existing models is that the phenomena governing the
composition of sentences to form a discourse diﬀer from those composing words to form
sentences, i.e. grammar. An important inter-sentential phenomenon for forming discourses
is coreference, which occurs when two or more lexically distinct words or phrases have
identical semantics. A simple example is pronominal anaphora such as in the discourse
Sam runs. They trip. where They clearly has the same meaning as Sam. Adding structural
rules to Lambek calculus in the form of relevant modalities [3] allowed for parsing parasitic
gaps, a complex movement phenomenon, and coreference. However, in the same paper the
resulting logic was proven undecidable. A more recent extension of Lambek calculus using
soft subexponentials [2] has a decidable fragment which has suﬃcient expressive power for
parsing coreference and parasitic gaps. We develop categorical semantics for these logics
in terms of monoidal biclosed categories with added structures, forming categorical models
of discourse. We define functors into the category of finite dimensional real vector spaces,
which preserve these structures [4]. The categorical semantics let us parse discourses using
string diagrams, which in turn are interpreted as meaning in the vector space semantics, and
has been experimented with on NLP tasks such as phrase similarity and disambiguation.
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